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1 - Black Day

Black Day

Darkness wraps around me like a blanket

Too much for me to bear

Why the hell does he even care?

I let him go and he grabs on again

He won't let go his hold

Where should I go?

On this cold black day there's no one there

Nothing here

(No one cares)

The river is flowing down

(No one's there)

And there's nothing here

And when I look around

I see it all

It's a confinement

For everyone



But when I see all those sad faces

I see a mask

(It's just a mask)

On this cold black day there's no one there

Nothing here

(No one cares)

The river is flowing down

(No one's there)

And there's nothing here

But when I'm here

I can sometimes hear

The music that I can't just bear

`Cause the pain it brings

Wakes the memory

Of the days gone by

And the death of you

Of which I can't debate

Too caught up in this head of mine

On this cold black day there's no one there

Nothing here



(No one cares)

The river is flowing down

(No one's there)

And there's nothing here

And sometimes…

I think…

There's more to life than just pain

But when I?

Do I?

Forget…

Ok… did you guys like it? I was thinking of Good Charlotte's “Emotionless” when I typed this. If you
heard that song, then you'll know that this song that I made up matches the rhythm. It's kind of weird and
I don't like it that much because the lyrics weren't that creative, but it's passable. Besides, I wanted to
work on something else other than that My Chemical Romance story that I'm currently writing on. I might
write more song lyrics and post them online `cause this one was kinda fun.

See Ya!!!!!^^
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